Abstract-We introduce two constructions in geometric deep learning for 1) transporting orientation-dependent convolutional filters over a manifold in a continuous way and thereby defining a convolution operator that naturally incorporates the rotational effect of holonomy; and 2) allowing efficient evaluation of manifold convolution layers by sampling manifold valued random variables that center around a weighted Brownian motion maximum likelihood mean. Both methods are inspired by stochastics on manifolds and geometric statistics, and provide examples of how stochastic methods -here horizontal frame bundle flows and non-linear bridge sampling schemes, can be used in geometric deep learning. We outline the theoretical foundation of the two methods, discuss their relation to Euclidean deep networks and existing methodology in geometric deep learning, and establish important properties of the proposed constructions.
INTRODUCTION
Geometric deep learning [1] concerns the generalization of deep neural network methodology to geometric domains. Focusing on convolutional networks, the complexity in such a generalization appears both in the case where the domain of the input signal is non-Euclidean, e.g. a manifold or a graph, and in the case where the target of the neural network has geometric structure. A major difficulty in the first case is the fact that translation invariance of the Euclidean convolution operator does not have a direct manifold equivalent: The topology of the geometric space often prevents a continuous transport of the orientation of a filter, and the holonomy of a curved manifold prevents a notion of parallel translation that is independent of the path between points. In particular, parallel translation along minimizing geodesics is not continuous when moving points across the cut locus. In the second case, the weighted Fréchet mean has been proposed as a generalization of the Euclidean convolution to produce manifold valued output. Here, a practical concern is the computational complexity involved in computing the Fréchet mean on general manifolds.
In this paper, we derive two constructions that seek to provide new perspectives on the above challenges. First, we build on the idea of orientation functions [2] and the use of gauges [3] to show how curvature affects orientations as they are transported backwards through the layers of a multilayer network. The result is a time-discrete horizontal flow in the bundle OM of orthonormal frames of the tangent bundle T M . In relation to gauge equivariant networks [3] , the focus here is on the coupling between transport of directions and curvature as opposed to equivariance of the convolution operation to gauge transformations. Further-more, we use the frame bundle and a connection to show how a notion of global parallel transport that circumvents the complexities of nontrivial topology and curvature can be constructed. The idea builds on the Eells-ElworthyMalliavin construction of Brownian motion [4] that uses horizontal frame bundle flows to construct the Brownian motion on nonlinear manifolds. In the frame bundle, the process results in a distribution of orientations over each point of M , and we use such distributions to construct a convolution operator that transports filters globally over the manifold. The construction is geometrically natural in avoiding linearization to a single tangent space. We build on this idea to construct multilayer convolution using the anti-development of the Brownian motion, resulting in convolution that is both equivariant to frame (gauge) changes, and has a smooth integrand when M is analytic.
Secondly, we combine convolution using the weighted Fréchet mean [5] with the notion of Brownian motion maximum likelihood means on manifolds: center points of a Brownian motion that maximizes the likelihood of a set of manifold valued data. While the weighted Fréchet mean (wFM) can be efficiently computed on manifolds when closed form expressions for geodesics is available, it is computationally more demanding to compute it on general manifolds. We generalize the maximum likelihood mean (mlM) to a weighted maximum likelihood mean (wmlM), and subsequently employ methods from stochastic bridge sampling to sample from a distribution centered at the wmlM. This removes the need for expensive iterative optimization. We briefly relate the inherent stochasticity in the construction to other stochastic neural network models.
The paper is divided in two parts targeting the two situations: manifold domain and manifold target, respectively. In each part, we present the background from the geometric deep learning side, connect this with the relevant theory from fiber bundle geometry and stochastics, present the proposed constructions, and prove important properties.
The aim of the paper is to introduce methods from fibre bundle geometry and stochastics on manifolds to the geometric deep learning community from a theoretical viewpoint. We leave actual experimental validation of the methodology to future work. While we focus on continuous manifold geometries, the methods are applicable as well to discrete geometries using discrete connections and parallel transport.
ORIENTATIONS OF FILTERS AND HORIZONTAL FRAME BUNDLE FLOWS
We here aim to show how curvature couples with the change of orientations happening when directions are transported backwards through a multilayer network on the evaluation of the last layer. Subsequently, we use this approach to derive a continuous transport of orientations globally over the nonlinear domain. This allows, for example, to avoid max-pooling over directions before a fully connected final layer that combines information from distant points of the space. The overall aim is to show how the frame bundle F M , the subbundle of orthonormal frames OM , and horizontal flows in the tangent bundle T F M provide a structured way to account for the change of orientations caused by the holonomy of the manifold.
We start with a brief outline of strategies for generalizing convolution to manifold domains, focusing in particular on the directional functions as introduced in [2] and fiber bundles as used in the gauge equivariant networks [3] .
Background
Let M be a d-dimensional Riemannian manifold and f :
to give a d out -dimensional output. This is followed by composition with a non-linearity on each component. Discretizing the convolution spatially gives the output as y(x) = i,j k(−i, −j)f (x + (i, j)) when d = 2 and the sum over i and j runs over the support of the kernel. The kernel k is then specified by a finite set of entries referred to as weights. The linearity of the convolution operation gives rise to the view of each layer as a tensor on functions M → R din . When the convolution appears in the l-th layer of a multilayer network, each component y n of the vector-valued output can be regarded as a result of a tensor convolution
using a set of kernels k n m . When M is a nonlinear manifold, approaches for generalizing convolution includes spectral methods [6] , and techniques using the group structure when M is a Lie group or a homogeneous space [7] . [8] , building on [9] and [10] , defines the convolution operator using pseudo-coordinates, a family of local charts φ x , x ∈ M that by mapping each point in a neighborhood U x ⊂ M to R d allows the notion of patch-operator to be defined as
The patch operator is subsequently matched to a template to give the final generalized convolution. Particularly, the patch operator can be chosen to be rotationally invariant, e.g. using local geodesic polar coordinates, thus removing ambiguity in the orientation of the chart. However, this significanty restricts the wealth of kernels that can be used in the network.
The pseudo-coordinates in [10] allows rotationally noninvariant kernels by aligning orientations with respect to the directions of maximal curvature direction. However, handling the ambiguity of rotations is not solved entirely in this way because maximal curvature direction may not be defined (e.g. on constant curvature spaces such as spheres); curvature is a local notion which can imply rapid shifts in directions over short distances; topology constrains the set of non-vanishing continuous vector fields (e.g., the hairyball theorem on spheres) and so a continuous set of orientations cannot generally be found on topologically non-trivial spaces.
To handle the lack of global orientations on surfaces (d = 2), [2] proposes to convolve with functions f : M ×T M that in the second argument take a tangent vector representing a direction. This vector is parallel transported over M along minimizing geodesics resulting in the convolution
)dv where the map Exp x is the Riemannian exponential map Exp x : T x M → M combined with parallel translation of the vector v to provide directional information for the evaluation of f . The map u is a frame as described below. The use of directional functions implies that directions are propagated between layers in a consistent way. Parallel transport is also used to define convolution in [11] .
Gauge equivariant networks [3] provide a related approach to handle directional ambiguity. A gauge for the tangent bundle T M is a map u :
Equivalently, a gauge is a local section of the bundle of ordered bases of the manifold, the frame bundle π : F M → M . Let π in : N in → M, π out : N out → M be two vector bundles over M . A gauge equivariant convolution takes as input a section f : M → N in of N in and outputs a section of N out given
Here, gauges enter in the kernel as
where k(v) ∈ R din,dout and u x,in , u x,out are frames for N in , N out , respectively. The convolution can be shown to be independent of the choice of gauges if k satisfies an invariance condition [3] dependent on the structure group, see also [12] . Particularly relevant is equivariance to the rotation group SO(d), equivalently choices of orthonormal frames in the bundle OM described below. In this case, gauge equivariance for scalar valued functions is equivalent to rotational invariance.
The transport operation P x←p is parallel along a unique minimizing geodesic, either by parallel translating each vector of u x,in to p or by using a connection on the bundle N in . For this reason, we write P −1 γ(x,uxv) for P x←Exp x (uxv) below, where γ(x, w) denotes the geodesic starting at x with derivativeγ(0) = w. The uniqueness of the geodesic between x and p is only ensured away from the cut locus of the manifold. The kernel k must therefore have limited support in order for the operation to be well-defined.
Directional Functions
A natural generalization to higher dimensions of the convolution of directional functions on surfaces in [2] is to define convolution on functions f : OM → R where OM is the orthonormal frame bundle, i.e. the subbundle of the frame bundle F M consisting of orthonormal frames. Then convolution can be defined as
Note that the frame bundle element u is used to map the R d vector v to the vector uv in T x M to give the direction of the geodesic γ(x, uv). The frame u is then parallel transported along this geodesic to enable evaluation of f . Here, we focus on real valued functions and kernels k : R d → R though the construction and the additional convolutions defined below extend to multiple output channels or bundle valued outputs. [3] .
In the convolution (2), it is important to note that directional information propagates backwards through a composition of layers: As illustrated in Figure 1 , let f 1 = k 1 * f and f 2 = k 2 * f 1 . Then in the convolution to produce f 2 (u), u is parallel transported along geodesics from x = π(u) in order to evaluate f 1 . The frames P γ(x,uv) (u) are then in turn parallel transported a second time before evaluating f . Because of the path dependence of parallel transport, this is in general not equal to parallel transporting only once if evaluating a filter (k 2 * k 1 ) * f with k 2 * k 1 denoting the standard Euclidean convolution. We show below how this difference is related to the curvature of M .
The convolutions defined in [2] , [3] and (2) above implicitly construct a gauge in the evaluation of the integral in the convolution because the parallel transport P γ(x,uv) (u) gives a local section of OM . This is a specific choice of gauge, and a different choice would result in different results of the convolution. In particular, a different choice of paths along which u is parallel transported would have this effect (see also discussion in [13] ). Below, we will embrace this by defining a measure on such paths and integrating out the effects of the difference in parallel transport. As noted above, k is often assumed to have limited support implying that the choice of paths may not have a great effect. However, this may not be the case when the output features of OM (x) (illustrated by vertical arrow in rightmost sketch) over a point x ∈ M (red dot). In the convolution (2), u is parallel transported along geodesics with initial direction uv 2 for vector v 2 ∈ R d (center). When composing convolutions, the frame P γ(x,uv 2 ) u at γ(x, uv 2 ) is transported along a second geodesic with direction P γ(x,uv 2 ) uv 1 (left). The directional information in u is thus transported backwards through the layers of a multiplayer network. The curvature implies that this transport is path dependent: A different choice of path would yield a different transport.
distant points are compared in fully connected layers appearing as the last layers of a multilayer network. Currently, max-pooling over directions is often applied before such a layer [3] . Below, we construct a principled way to integrate rotations without such a pooling.
Parallel Transport and Horizontality
To further highlight the geometric setting for the use of parallel transport in the convolutions above, we here outline the necessary fiber bundle geometry leading to the view of parallel transport as a horizontal OM flow. Figure 2 shows the maps between the bundles used below. Further details on frame bundles as used here can for example be found in the books [14] , [15] . The frame bundle has been used in the context of geometric deep learning before, e.g. in [3] . Here we use the frame bundle as well, however, we focus on flows in the frame bundle, i.e. the transport of frames.
As mentioned previously, OM is a fiber bundle, a subbundle of the frame bundle π :
For elements of OM , the basis is orthonormal with respect to a Riemannian metric g:
and F M and OM can therefore be viewed as the principal fiber bundles
naturally acts on F M on the right by g.u → u • g. The structure group is therefore GL(d). For OM , the structure group is the subgroup O(d).
A connection ∇ on M , e.g., the Levi-Civita connection, lifts to a fiber bundle connection C on F M : A path u(t) ∈ F M has zero acceleration if and only if each basis vector u i (t) is parallel transported on M . The connection C provides a split of the tangent bundle T F M into vertical and horizontal components: The vertical component V F M is the subbundle {v ∈ T F M : π * (v) = 0}, i.e., derivatives of paths u(t) satisfying u(t) = x for all t. That is, the base point is fixed and only the frame changes. The horizontal subbundle HF M consists of derivatives of zero-acceleration, paths in F M along which each basis vector u i (t) is parallel transported along the path π(u(t)) in M . Such paths are called horizontal. The connection C is then explicitly a projection T F M → V F M , and, using this, T F M can be split into the direct sum T F M = V F M ⊕ HF M . HF M and V F M being subsets of T F M are also denoted the horizontal and vertical distributions, respectively.
Because of this decomposition of T F M , any vector v ∈ T x M can be lifted to a unique vector in H u F M , π(u) = x. This operation written as h u : T π(u) M → H u F M is denoted as the horizontal lift of v. In particular, the basis vectors u 1 , . . . , u d can be lifted to vectors
. This gives the set of horizontal vector fields on F M . Importantly, the fields H i are globally defined, smooth, and, for each u, they provide a basis for H u F M . We now have the geometric setup to describe the parallel transport as used in (2) and [2] , [3] as a flow in OM :
, and set u(t) := Φ(u, t). Then u(t) is horizontal because h u (uv) ∈ HF M , and thus, for each i = 1, . . . , d, u i (t) is parallel transported along π(u(t)). In particular, uv = i=1 u i v i is parallel transported along π(u(t)), and because uv = ∂ t π(u(t)), π(u(t)) is the geodesic γ(x, uv). u(t) is orthonormal for all t because u ∈ OM and the distribution HF M is tangent to OM .
While the lemma only gives an expression for the parallel transport P γ(x,uv) (u) in the language of horizontal flows, it provides the basis for understanding the coupling between layers and the stochastic horizontal flows described below.
Horizontality, Curvature and Composition of Layers
convolution is a consequence of its translation invariance. Parallel transport of frames along geodesics implies translation invariance along those geodesics, but the path dependence rules out translation invariance between points when the path is not specified. For one layer filters with limited support, one can reasonably restrict to transport along geodesics as above. But with multiple layers, the integral in the convolution is evaluated along compositions of geodesics giving curves that are only piecewise geodesic as illustrated in Figure 1 . This again implies a rotation of filters. We here connect this fact to horizontal OM flows and curvature.
The following statement which comes from an application of Taylor's theorem on OM , uses parallel transport and OM to express the lack of associativity and commutativity of the convolution operation directly in terms of the curvature of M . We use the bracket
which measures the lack of commutativity of derivatives by horizontal vector fields. The bracket is directly linked to the curvature tensor R of M by the relation
i.e., the curvature measures the vertical component of the bracket between horizontal vector fields.
and
In particular, the vertical part of the non-commutativity in (5) is a function of the curvature tensor R(v 2 , v 1 ).
,uv) u) (the map in the integrand of (2)). By Taylor's theorem and
The commutativity relation (5) results from using (4) and commutativity of the Euclidean convolution.
The result makes explicit the relation between noncommutativity and non-associativity of convolution kernels when using parallel transport and the curvature of the manifold, equivalently non-integrability of the horizontal distribution HF M as seen by the brackets [h u (v 1 ), h u (v 2 )] being nonzero. One can also view the use of the Riemannian exponential map and parallel transport along geodesics as a linearization of the manifold [16] . The lack of commutativity is a reflection of the fact that such linearizations generally do not lift to subspaces of the frame bundle.
Convolution with Horizontally Distributed Orientations
When applying multiple convolutions, the consecutive application of parallel transport is related to timeparameterized flows in stochastic analysis on manifolds. We first describe the Riemannian Brownian motion as an example of such a flow and use it to distribute orientations along multiple paths between pairs of points. Subsequently, we show how compositions of many layers can be seen as a time-discretized OM flow.
Let (Ω, (F t ) t≥0 , P ) be a standard probability space with filtration (F t ) t≥0 . The Riemannian Brownian motion is a stochastic process X t , i.e. a time-indexed sequence of F t measurable, M -valued random variables, that has density p t (·; x) where x denotes the starting point of the process, i.e. X 0 = x. p t is also denoted as the heat kernel, and it satisfies the heat equation ∂ t p t = − 1 2 ∆p t where ∆ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator of M . p t is smooth for all t > 0, and non-zero if M is connected. The heat flow has been used extensively in geometric deep learning [6] . Here we focus on its relation to parallel transport.
The construction of the Riemannian Brownian motion is non-trivial due to the global nature of the process but the local nature of charts, see, e.g., [17] . One approach is the Eells-Elworthy-Malliavin construction [4] that avoids the use of charts by mapping horizontal OM flows to M :
see, e.g., [14] for details. The starting point U 0 is one point in u ∈ OM . We make the dependence on the starting point explicit by writing U u t . By mapping U u t to the manifold, the resulting process X x t = π(U u t ) is a Brownian motion with starting point x = π(u). Figure 3 illustrates the relation between W t , U t and X t . Long-time existence of the Brownian motion can be proven under mild assumptions on M (e.g. compactness is sufficient).
For each t, U t is an OM -valued random variable and X t is an M -valued random variable. The distribution corresponding to X t has density p t (·; x). U t may also have a smooth density on OM , however, this depends on the curvature: U t may at time t hit a fiber π| −1 OM (y), y ∈ M along many different paths on M , not just geodesics. Each such path will have its own parallel transport, and which point in the fiber is hit depends on the path. The difference will be a shift of orientation, i.e., a gauge transformation. U t thus gives a distribution of orientations for each fiber π|
For flat manifolds, parallel transport is path independent, and U t is supported on a d-dimensional submanifold of OM . Conversely, on curved manifolds with holonomy group SO(d), all rotations appear, U t will be non-zero on all of OM , and it will have a smooth, positive density.
While for the convolution (2) we only used geodesics from a point x in the parallel transport, the OM -flow defines Fig. 3 . The relation between the Euclidean R d -valued Brownian motion Wt, the OM process Ut that carries the frame by parallel transporting along the stochastic paths Xt = π(Ut) on M . Wt is mapped to Ut and Xt by development. The reverse mapping is denoted anti-development. Two sample paths Xt(ω 1 ), Xt(ω 2 ) (blue/red) ending at the same point in M (X T (ω 1 ) = X T (ω 2 )) need not end at the same point when antideveloped to R d . The curvature implies that U T (ω 1 ), U T (ω 2 ) may hit different points in the fiber over the endpoint. The difference is a rotation (or gauge transformation). Fig. 4 . The convolution (6) uses the OM distribution U u T , T > 0 that in each fiber has a distribution of frames, i.e. a distribution of orientations (red fiber density illustration). With zero curvature, parallel transport is path independent, and the distribution will be singular supported at a single element of each fiber. With curvature, the fiber distributions widen, possibly filling the fibers. For analytic manifolds, U u T has smooth, positive density for any T > 0 on a submanifold of OM . a probability measure P U u t on stochastic paths from x. We can use this to define a convolution that takes any P U u t -measurable path into account:
Note that the definition integrates over each fiber π −1 (Exp x (uv)) in OM with the distribution on each fiber being a result of the OM flow U u t at a fixed time T > 0, see Figure 4 . The notation * UT ,dv makes the dependence on the measures P (dU u T ) and dv in the integration explicit. For kernels with limited support, minimizing geodesics are in practice unique, and parallel transport can reasonably be performed along minimizing geodesics. This is generally the case for convolutional layers. However, the last layers of a network can be fully connected, and one thus cannot limit the support of the kernel. Instead, pooling over rotations can be performed to remove the rotational ambiguity of nonunique geodesics. In contrast, the convolution (6) allows a fully connected layer to include information from the entire manifold while handling rotations in a principled way. In particular, the orientation distribution is continuous as a function of u when M is analytic as discussed below.
Multilayer Convolution as Stochastic Flow
We now aim to improve the convolution (6) to express it in stochastic terms, and to give it a natural behaviour when composing layers. For this, we need the notion of stochastic development and anti-development that expresses the relation between the processes W t , U t , and X t . First, let us rewrite (6) to avoid the split between the fiber integration P (dU u T ) and the Euclidean integration dv. We do that using the distribution U u T directly:
where Log x denotes the local inverse of the Exp x , and E the expectation with respect to the law of U u T . Log x here provides pseudo-coordinates: Because the integration is now over OM , we need to map to R d to evaluate the kernel k. This again makes the integrand discontinuous because of the local nature of Log x (the logarithm is discontinuous when crossing the cut locus). It turns out that this deficiency can be removed.
Recall the connection between the R d -valued Brownian motion W t in the Eells-Elworthy-Malliavin construction and the M -valued process X t = π(U t ). X t is denoted the stochastic development of W t , since X t is developed, or rolledout, over M following the stochastic increments dW t for each time t using the current values of the process U t to map from R d to T Xt M . The reverse is also true: Any M -valued semimartingale can be anti-developed to a semi-martingale on R d . Figure 3 illustrates the relation between sample paths W t (ω) and the developments U t (ω). Using this relation directly, we can define a convolution as
where the mapping from W t to U u t by development is used, and the expectation on the right-hand side is with respect to the law of the Brownian motion W t . Note that k is evaluated on W T for a fixed T . This Euclidean random variable is in fact normally distributed. However, f is evaluated on the OM -valued random variable U u T that automatically includes directional information. In comparison with (7), Log x is not used in (8) .
The convolution depends on the Brownian motion W t up until the evaluation time T > 0. Varying T will change the distribution of orientations over M : For T large, all orientations will diffuse to be equally probable; in the limit T → 0, the convolution (2) is recovered because the U u T measure concentrates around the points in each fiber that corresponds to parallel transport along geodesics from x π| −1 (see small-time asymptotic limit results in, e.g., [14] and [18] ).
Remark 2. The
OM endpoint U u T is dependent on the entire path U u t , t ∈ [0, T ]: Let ω 1 , ω 2 be two elements of Ω such that W T (ω 1 ) = W T (ω 1 ). Then U u T (ω 1 ) does not necessarily equal U u T (ω 2 ).
This is a consequence of curvature and reflects that development is a map from the path space W ([0, T ], R d ) to the path space W ([0, T ], OM ), i.e. the endpoint U u T (ω) is dependent on the entire path W t (ω). The path spaces are Wiener spaces of continuous paths on [0, T ].
Brownian motion or, equivalently, the heat flow is a semi-group which is often expressed in terms of the density: p t+s (y; x) = M p s (y; z)p t (z; x)dz. In other words, we can obtain W t+s , U u t+s , and X x t+s by starting the stochastic processes at 0, u, and x respectively, running the process to time t, and then restart the processes at W t , U s . We can use this and development to express compositions of convolution as one integral over the Brownian motion with the filters applied at discrete times. To see this, compose two W T /2 convolution layers to get
using the semigroup property for W t and U t . Note that W T − W T /2 is Gaussian distributed with variance equal to W T /2 . Thus, with n layers and filters k 1 , . . . k n ,
For the evaluation of the output layer at u, the result of the convolution, with f being the input function, the stochastic flow visits the layers evaluating k n at t = T /n and k 1 at t = T . Forward time of the processes W t and U u t thus implies backwards visits through the layers. All differences W iT /n − W (i−1)T /n are normally distributed in R d . The base points π(U u T ) in M follows the distribution of a Brownian motion started at π(u) evaluated at t = T , and orientations are distributed in OM by parallel translating along the stochastic paths π(U t ) in M . The effect of the convolution can be seen by comparing Figure 5 with Figure 1. 
Properties
Tensor convolutions: When the convolution appear in the lth layer of a multiplayer network with multi-dimensional input and output, we can generalize the tensor convolution (1) by writing (8) in the form
] with a set of kernels k n m being the entries of the kernel tensor k. The linearity of the expectation thus implies that convolution can be extended to tensor convolution similarly to the Euclidean case.
Equivariance: Let f : OM → R and g ∈ O(d). As mentioned previously, g acts on the right on f by (g.f )(u) = f (g.u) (recall that GL(d) acts on F M by right composition). Then
because the parallel transport in U u t acts on u by composition on the left. The horizontal convolution is thus equivariant to the g action on functions OM → R.
Smoothness: When the finite bracket span of H u F M , i.e. the span of iterated brackets
, generates a subspace of T u OM of constant rank as a function of u, there exists a submanifold of OM on which U u t has a smooth, positive density for all t by the Frobenius theorem. In this case, the integrand f (U u T ) in the convolution inherits the smoothness of f . This is in contrast to the parallel transport of frames along minimizing geodesics where the minimizing geodesics shift discontinuously when crossing the cut locus. The constant rank condition is for instance satisfied for analytic manifolds [19] and homogeneous spaces.
Nonlinearities: With addition of layer-wise nonlinearities φ i , i = 1, . . . , n, the full network takes the form
Spatial pooling and Gaussian weighting:
There is an implicit Gaussian weighting in the integral in (8) since W T is normally distributed. This is in contrast to the most standard form of convolution where the integral is taken with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R d . This can be compensated for in reweighting the kernel, i.e. exchanging k(x) with k(x)/p T (x) where p T is the density of the centered normal distribution in R d with variance T . The use of the Brownian motion makes the construction related to the diffusionconvolution networks [20] , and the anisotropic heat flow used to construct patch operators in [10] . However, the focus here is on distributing orientations in OM as opposed to constructing a density or defining patches on M .
It is common practice to use a form of spatial pooling in convolutional networks. Average pooling is by construction convolution with a box kernel. With stride, it provides a coarsened version of the discretized output function similarly to max-pooling. The Gaussian weighting of the integral gives a similar effect when convolving the result of a convolution with an identity kernel: Letting k 2 (x) = 1 in (9), we get
where it can be seen that f is evaluated at time T of the Brownian motion whereas k 1 is evaluated at W T − W T /2 which has half the variance. This can be seen as a "Gaussian stride": f is evaluated at points having twice the variance as the evaluation points of the kernel thus mimicking the way regular stride doubles the length scale on which the input function is evaluated. In the Euclidean situation, the result can be seen as exchanging the average filter in average pooling with a convolution of the output with a Gaussian kernel of larger width.
Numerical Implementation
While the heat equation on manifolds is a nonlinear PDE, the heat kernel can be numerically computed efficiently on discretized surfaces. The vector heat method [21] lifts this to transport in the tangent bundle. We expect these methods to be transferable to efficient numerical evaluation of the expectation in (8) though an actual implementation is left to future work. Stochastic horizontal transport, development and Monte Carlo approximation of p t (·; x) with bridge sampling is implemented in the Theano Geometry framework [22] .
Because the convolution (8) inherits the smoothness of the input function when M is, e.g., analytic, it is possible to backpropagate through the operation, the actual operation depending on the chosen numerical scheme. Because U u t is a horizontal flow, the computation will involve derivatives of the horizontal vector fields, and thus be related to the curvature of M .
Conclusion
We have outlined fiber bundle geometry that allows the use of parallel transport in geometric deep learning to be viewed as integral curves of horizontal flows, and we used this to explicitly link the lack of associativity and commutativity of convolutions using parallel transport to the curvature of the manifold. Subsequently, we used stochastic horizontal OM flows to distribute orientations globally over M , and we applied development and anti-development to define a new convolution operator that naturally includes orientations in its definition trough the use of frame bundle flows. The construction does not rely on minimizing geodesics and therefore removes the orientation ambiguity when using kernel with large support.
SAMPLING MEANS FOR MANIFOLD VALUED CONVOLUTIONAL FILTERS
We now switch focus and consider the situation of a manifold valued convolutional filter, i.e. k * f takes values in M .
The complexity here lies in the fact that there is no direct way to enforce the value of an integral to take values in a manifold. This problem has been the focus of intensive interest in geometric statistics, the statistical analysis of data in geometric spaces: Fréchet defined in [23] a generalization of the Euclidean expected valued as the Fréchet mean (FM), and this and related notions of manifold means have been treated in numerous works. Relevant for the present context is the introduction of weights and the weighted Fréchet mean (wFM) which in [5] is used to define a generalization of the Euclidean convolution that takes values in a manifold.
Because both the Fréchet mean and the weighted Fréchet mean are posed as optimization problems -minimizers of the (weighted) variance, they are typically expensive to compute, which is a major obstacle in deep learning applications. This issue can be handled in spaces where geodesics have closed form solution using an inductive estimator [5] . Here, we take a different view on the estimation problem and propose a method for sampling from a distribution centered around weighted means, thus removing the need for optimization steps to find shortest geodesics and a minimizer of the expected variance. For this, we introduce the weighted Brownian motion maximum likelihood mean, a version of mean value that is defined from a likelihood principle in contrast to the non-parametric definition of the Fréchet mean. We develop a novel sampling scheme in the n-fold product manifold M k for k points by conditioning a stochastic process to hit the diagonal of M k , identify the distribution of the resulting random variable, and relate the introduced stochasticity to other stochastic neural networks models.
Background
Euclidean convolution can be written k * f (x) = E[k(x − z)f (z)] with expectation with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Assuming E[k] = 1, the result can equivalently be expressed
2 ] where · 2 denotes the squared Euclidean norm by differentiating at optimal y, see e.g. [24] . While the expected value does not have a manifold equivalent, the Riemannian generalization
2 ] of the variational formulation has solutions which are denoted weighted Fréchet means, see e.g. [25] (local minimizers are denoted weighted Karcher means). The weighted Fréchet mean is in [5] used to define a manifold valued convolution operator: For x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ M and weights w 1 , . . . , w n ∈ R, the generalized convolution is argmin y∈M
2 . This can be formulated in a continuous setting for f :
Generally, computing the weighted Fréchet mean is expensive requiring solution of nested optimization problems: Each computation d(y, x i ) 2 for a candidate y includes an optimization to find the squared length of a minimizing geodesic on M , and this computation has to be iterated in each step of an iterative, gradient based optimization to find an optimal y. This is clearly not adequate for deep learning
applications. [5] propose to use an inductive estimator that computes an estimate of the wFM by computation of n − 1 geodesics between the candidate point and the input x i . This computation is efficient in the cases where geodesics can be computed efficiently, e.g. in closed form. In this case, it is possible to backpropagate through the wFM estimation, and thereby to use the convolution layer in a standard deep network setup.
The Fréchet mean as used in geometric statistics has a cousin in the Brownian motion maximum likelihood mean (mlM, see e.g. [18] , [26] , [27] ). This definition uses that the Euclidean expected value has an equivalent definition as the maximally likely center point of a normal distribution fitted to data: If p θ : R d → R denotes the density of a normal distribution N (y, σ 2 ) with parameter θ = (y, σ 2 ), then the maximizer of the log-likelihoodθ = argmax θ E[log p θ (X)] for an R d -valued random variable X has the expected value in the y-variable, i.e.ȳ = E[X]. Since the normal distribution can be generalized to manifolds with the Riemannian Brownian motion (this is one among other generalizations, see [28] ), an equivalent Riemannian definition of mean value is argmax y∈M E[log p T (X; y)] where, as earlier on, p T (·; y) denotes the solution of the heat flow started at y ∈ M , i.e. the density of the Riemannian Brownian motion, and T takes the role of the variance σ 2 . The interest in the mlM lies in the natural incorporation of the curvature of M for data with large spread. In low dimensions, p T (·; y) can be approximated directly using spectral methods, whereas in high dimensions, p T (·; y) can be approximated by sampling the Brownian motion conditioned on hitting the data, see e.g. [29] and below.
Weighted Maximum Likelihood Mean
We here propose a scheme related to the use of the wFM for manifold-valued convolution, but we exchange the wFM with a weighted maximum likelihood mean (wmlM): In Euclidean space, the weighted mean equals the maximally likely center point y of independent samples x 1 , . . . , x n from n normal distributions N (y, T /w 1 ), . . . , N (y, T /w n ). Again taking the Brownian motion as the manifold equivalent of the Euclidean normal distribution with density p T /wi (·; y), we here define the weighted maximum likelihood mean wmlM as argmax y n i=1 log p T /wi (x i ; y) (discrete version) and argmax y E[log p T /k(z) (z; y)] (continuous version). As we will see below, the probabilistic nature of the mean allows sampling from a distribution centered at the mean, thereby removing the need for optimization to find geodesics.
Similarly to the use of the wFM for convolution, the manifold-valued convolution using the wmlM is here
with k : M × M → R and f : M → M .
Bridge Sampling for Likelihood Approximation
We now switch the roles of y and the data x i : In the Euclidean setting, we consider the probability of observing y in each of the n distributions N (x i , T /w i ) simultaneously. The distribution of y is then N (
i.e. again a normal distribution however centered at the weighted mean. On manifolds, it is computationally difficult to compute the wmlM directly similarly to the wFM, but it turns out we can sample from a manifold equivalent of the distribution of y. We achieve this by sampling a conditioned Brownian motion in the n-fold product manifold M n . Below, we first discuss sampling the conditioned distribution in the one sample situation (n = 1, w 1 = 1) before moving on to the weighted case.
Let y, v ∈ M , and let X y t denote the Brownian motion starting at y. The time t = T conditioned process X x t |X T = v, a Brownian bridge, has the property of hitting the target value v at time T a.s. Sampling of the conditioned process is often of interest because it can be used to approximate the heat kernel p T (v; y). That is, if we can sample a process that approximates X y t |X T = v, we can approximate the heat kernel even in high dimensions were direct solution of the heat PDE is not applicable. In coordinates, the conditioned process satisfy the Ito stochastic differential equation (SDE)
kl Γ(x) kl involves a contraction over the Christoffel symbols, and the diffusion coefficient a(x) = g −1 (x) is a square root of the inverse of the Riemannian metric g. This SDE is however not useful for computational purposes since we cannot expect to be able to compute ∇ log p T −t (v; x t ) at each time step. Instead, Delyon and Hu [30] introduced a guided approximation of the bridge process. This consist of an SDE
where the term a(x t )a(x t ) T ∇ log p T −t (v; x t ) above is exchanged with a computationally feasible alternative, eitherb(
wherep is a density of a simpler process with closed form transition density [31] . Here, we follow the former approach as used in [29] to sample the Brownian motion. With this, the transition density can be estimated by Monte Carlo sampling of the expectation E[ϕ(x t )] because of the relation
where ϕ denotes a correction factor between the law of the true bridge and the guided proposal process. The guided proposal scheme is illustrated in Figure 6 (left).
Sampling the wmlM
However, the goal here is not to estimate p T (v; y) but to sample a distribution approximating the wmlM. We use the ideas above to turn the problem around in the following way: For observations x 1 , . . . , x n , let M n denote the product manifold with the product Riemannian metric. We then start a process x t = (x 1,t , . . . , x n,t ) at the point (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ M n and condition it on having equal components at time t = T , i.e. x n 1,T = · · · = x n n,T . That is, the process must hit the diagonal of the product space M n similarly to the simultaneous observation of y with n normal distribution in the Euclidean situation described at the start of section 3.3. Fig. 6 . (left) On M , the guided proposal scheme (11) forces the process to hit the target v at time T a.s. by adding the driftb that is typically the difference v − x(t) (in coordinates, dotted arrow in figure) scaled by the inverse remaining time (T − t) −1 . The difference between the law of the conditioned and the guided process is proportional to the factor ϕ(xt). (right) On the product M 2 (or M n ), we can apply the guidance scheme to force independent Brownian motions to hit each other at time T . This is done by adding a driftb that forces the processes towards the diagonal by adding the differences to the weighted arithmetic mean (in coordinates) of the processes. The result is the diag(M 2 ) valued random variable v.
The processes x i,t are independent Brownian motions with variance T /w i . This gives the conditioned process
The conditioned process is analogous to the Brownian bridge except that we condition on a subspace in M n instead of a point in M . In essence, the process runs backwards from the observations to reach a point v = x n 1,T = · · · = x n,T in M . Due to the symmetry p T /wi (y; x) = p T /wi (x; y) of the Brownian motion, and the independence of the individual Brownian motions
e. the probability of observing v at the diagonal equals the probability of observing x 1 , . . . , x n on M regarding v as a parameter.
Similarly to (10), the conditioned process has an SDE that depends on the (intractable) log-transition density. However, we can again construct a guided process (11) on the product manifold M n using a drift which in a coordinate chart readsb(x 1,t , . . . , x n,t ) = ((µ(t) − x 1,t )/w 1 , . . . , (µ(t) − x n,t )/w n )/(T − t) with µ(t) = n i=1 wixi(t) n i=1 wi . The scheme is illustrated in Figure 6 (right). We let ϕ denote the correction factor as above.
We then obtain the following result.
Theorem 2. Let x t = (x 1,t , . . . , x t,n ) consist of n independent Brownian motions on M with variance T /w i , and letx t be the process with additional added driftb. Let P be the law ofx t ; P * the law of the conditioned process (12) ; and ϕ the correction factor of the guided process as in (11) . Let v(x 1 , w 1 , . . . , x n , w n ) be the random variablex 1,T with law
Proof. That the construction of [30] extends to conditioning on subspaces is shown in [32] . The distribution of v with respect to the probability measure ϕ E[ϕ] P equals the distribution of x n 1,T with respect to P * . Because the processes x i,t are independent, p v (y) = n i=1 p T /wi (x i ; y). The differences µ(T ) − x i,T are 0 similarly to the case of [30] , [32] showing that x i,T = x j,T for all i, j = 1, . . . , n.
The theorem states that the Euclidean situation with normally distributed y persists in the manifold situation: The random variable v arise from observing the same value v in n independent Brownian motions. The weighting appears as a scaling of the variances of the individual processes. The proof as shown here omits stochastic analysis details including when the process shifts between coordinate charts. A rigorous proof will be presented in a future paper.
We can now sample an approximation of the the wmlM by accounting for ϕ with the following sampling importance resampler (SIR, Algorithm 1). The algorithm as listed is writAlgorithm 1: wmlM estimation by SIR sample J paths from the guided processx j t compute correction factors ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ J sample j from 1, . . . , J with probability
ten in coordinates assuming relevant charts. Alternatively, if M is embedded as a subset of R k , R k coordinates can be used. The algorithm requires the computation of the Christoffel symbols in the integration of x t as is required for the numerical integration of geodesics. However, importantly, it removes any need for nested iterative optimization as is used for the wFM in cases where geodesics do not have closed form solutions. Changes to the weights w i affect the sample paths x j t and corrections ϕ j . The coupling between w i and ϕ is however only through interaction between the guidance term and the Christoffel symbols. In practice, this can be ignored allowing backpropagation through the algorithm.
Note that because the wmlM approaches the wFM when T is small, samples from Algorithm 1 will in this case approach the wFM. However, small T will affect the probability of the samples (ϕ will tend to zero) because any deviance of the guided process from a geodesic will be less likely. Nonzero T can thus be seen as a way to get computational efficiency at the cost of variance in the estimator. Conversely, stochasticity can be reduced by lowering the evaluation time T of the Brownian motion. This will reduce the variance of v, and result in the wmlM approaching the wFM. However, this will require larger J in algorithm 1 and thus increase in computational cost.
Stochastic NN Outputs
While the stochasticity of the wmlM estimator adds randomness to an otherwise deterministic setup, the added stochasticity is rather natural. For example, the deep Gaussian process model employed in [33] when using dropout for uncertainty quantification uses the data conditional distribution y|x, w = N (ŷ(x, w), τ −1 ) for the output y given the input x, weights w, deterministic neural network output y(x, w), and precision parameter τ . Here, we get the same distribution of v with τ −1 = T / n i=1 w i .
n i=1 w i /T can therefore be regarded a precision parameter for the model. Comparing to Euclidean networks, because the stochasticity is built into the convolution operator, stochasticity is here added before application of a nonlinearity, while the output in [33] is normally distributed after application of nonlinearities inŷ(x, w). Similarly to the Monte Carlo sampling of the moments of the predictive distribution in [33] , Algorithm 1 can be used to estimate the moments of the output by using the correction factors ϕ j as importance sampling weights.
Conclusion
We can exchange the wFM as used for defining manifold valued convolutional layers with the wmlM estimator v(x 1 , w 1 , . . . , x n , w n ). By making the output stochastic, the need for iterative optimization to find the wFM is removed, and the computational effort is therefore lower. This is in particular important for manifolds without closed form solutions for geodesics.
FINAL CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The paper concerned the application of fiber bundle geometry and methods from stochastic analysis on manifolds in geometric deep learning in two cases: convolution with manifold domain, and convolution with manifold target. We showed how horizontal flows in the frame bundle provides a direct way of quantifying the role of curvature in the non-commutativity of the convolution when using parallel transport along minimizing geodesics. We then used this insight, the stochastic flows in the Eells-Elworthy-Mallivin construction of Brownian motion, and stochastic development, to define a new convolution operator that in a natural way constructs a distribution of orientations globally on the manifold. The anti-development of the Brownian motion allows kernels on R d to be applied in a seamless way. In addition, the distribution of orientations in the frame bundle allows evaluation of fully connected layers that incorporates global information over the manifold without pooling over orientations.
In the second part of the paper, we showed how the weighted Brownian motion maximum likelihood mean can be used to define a convolution that takes values in a manifold. By conditioning a stochastic process in the nfold product space M n , we obtain a method for sampling from a distribution that centers at the wmlM. This removes the need for nested iterative optimization for computing the weighted Fréchet in cases where geodesics do not have closed form solution, and thereby allows the convolution operator to be applied on a much more general class of manifolds.
While we briefly discuss computational aspects and provide an algorithm for sampling the wmlM, this paper focuses on introducing the theoretical constructions and foundations for applying nonlinear stochastic methods in geometric deep learning. We hope that this will inspire further developments in the field, both in its theoretical foundation and in development of efficient algorithms.
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